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In July, our Head of Public Investments, Jeffrey Palma, published an 

outlook for markets for the second half of 2019 and in to 2020. Since 

then, much has changed, as the calm that prevailed in the first half of 

the year has been given way to higher volatility, increased trade 

tensions, growth worries, and increased uncertainty about the Fed and 

other central banks. I wanted to check in with Jeff to see how his views 

have evolved and to dig deeper in to some of his conclusions from that 

piece.  

 

Natasha – In July, you stated that the ‘… risk-reward tradeoff for taking 

on incremental portfolio risk is less favorable now, compared to recent 

years.’ Given recent market volatility, has your market outlook 

changed? 

 

Jeff – In short, no. We believe the current environment is a challenging 

one for investors. While recession doesn’t appear to be a high near-

term probability, global growth has lost momentum and is slowing, 

earnings growth is decelerating, and policy uncertainty remains 

elevated. At the same time, valuations are not attractive and measures 

of market risk have remained fairly well contained. Despite some 

volatility and weakness in early August, equity markets – particularly in 

the US – remain near highs, and credit spreads are tight. Meanwhile, 

government bond yields have declined. This makes for difficult asset 

allocation; as a result, we have actually cut our allocation to risk assets 

over the last month. 

 

Natasha – What approaches to portfolio management do you use for 

our clients help navigate this environment? 

 

Jeff – In addition to tactical asset allocation moves to help navigate 

market moves, there are more strategic tools at our disposal related to 

portfolio construction. In particular, we believe that utilizing strategies 

that offer good downside protection characteristics is one approach. 

Moreover, building portfolios with strategies that exhibit low correlation 

is an additional effective portfolio management tool to help over 

strategic investment horizons, which is critical for our clients.  
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Natasha – Let’s dig in to both of those approaches 

in a bit more detail. Starting with downside 

protection, how do you do this and what are the 

costs that might be incurred? 

 

Jeff – First, I think it’s worth considering why we 

believe this is important. For many of our clients, 

particularly pension funds, market downturns often 

coincide with economic challenges. As such, 

declines in asset values place downward pressure 

on funded status at the same time that cash flow 

growth is deteriorating. As a result, the ability and 

desire to contribute to a plan is more challenged at 

exactly the same time it may be necessary. 

Moreover, more muted downside in asset values 

requires less risk and upside to recover from 

downturns, keeping measures of funded status 

and plan performance more stable.  

 

In terms of implementation, there are several ways 

that we can approach this objective. We often use 

strategies that explicitly target lower levels of 

volatility, particularly in equity markets, in our 

portfolios. This approach has a long track record of 

generating returns that are similar to that of 

traditional ‘capitalization weighted’ strategies but 

with lower volatility and less downside. We can 

also use strategies and investment managers that 

tend to fall less than the market during downturns. 

While there is no explicit cost to using these 

strategies compared to other investments at our 

disposal, it tends to be the case that these 

holdings will lag somewhat during periods of 

robust performance. Of course, we evaluate these 

investments over the course of a cycle, not just 

short-term periods, to ensure that the portfolio is 

generating the rates of return we expect during 

good and bad times.  

 

Separately, we also use tools that allow us to 

manage risk, exposure and volatility more 

specifically. When appropriate and possible, using 

overlay strategies and derivatives offers the ability 

to target specific markets – often equities – when 

we believe risks are rising to hedge market 

exposure, while leaving our underlying 

investments in place. This implementation 

approach has the advantage of being able to be 

targeted and timed. However, these strategies can 

come with a cost that is either explicit (i.e., option 

premiums) or implicit (i.e., built in fees or a drag to 

portfolio performance). All told, having the ability to 

use a range of investment vehicles allows us 

flexibility when implementing strategic and tactical 

investment decisions for our clients. 

  

Natasha – Regarding the use of assets with lower 

correlation, what does that mean and why does it 

help our clients? 

 

Jeff – An important aspect of our strategic asset 

allocation and portfolio construction process is to 

utilize different sources of return and risk. Over 

time, we believe this allows plans to perform well 

in a range of economic and market environments. 

Over time, these benefits – driven by portfolio 

diversification – allow for a) higher expected return 

for a given level of risk, or b) lower risk for the 

same level of expected return. 

 

In a portfolio, including assets with different 

liquidity, risk and return profiles is beneficial. For 

example, equities, high yield bonds, private equity, 

and real estate all have different return drivers, 

economic exposures, and liquidity. Using these 

assets as portfolio building blocks results in more 

robust strategic expectations than using only one 

of these investments. Meanwhile, hedge funds and 

other asset classes may exhibit lower correlation 

to equity and bond markets. That means that 

these holdings will improve diversification – the 

relationship between risk and return – in a 

portfolio. 

 

Further, when we pair managers within an asset 

class as a part of our portfolio construction 

process, we look for complementary strategies. 

That is, we consider a range of issues when 

evaluating investments including the approach and 

philosophy of the investment managers, the risk 

profile of the portfolios, factor exposures and risk. 

It is also important to ensure that these managers 

perform well at different times. By also including 

measures of the correlation of manager returns, 

we can blend strategies to generate the right level 

of risk and return, but also improve the resilience 

of returns during periods of positive and negative 

returns. 

  

  



 

 
 

Glossary 
 

Correlation: a statistic that measures the degree to which two investments move in 

relation to each other. 

 

Downside protection: investment techniques that are designed to prevent a 

decrease in the value of the investment.  
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Disclosure 

 

The information provided does not constitute investment advice and it should not be 

relied on as such.  It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell a 

security.  It does not take into account any investor’s particular investment objectives, 

strategies, tax status or investment horizon. You should consult your tax and financial 

advisor. 

 

All information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its 

accuracy is not guaranteed. There is no representation or warranty as to the current 

accuracy, reliability or completeness of, nor liability for, decisions based on such 

information.  

 

The views expressed are the views of State Street Global Advisors’ OCIO team only 

through September 20, 2019 and are subject to change based on market and other 

conditions. This document contains certain statements that may be deemed forward-

looking statements. Please note that any such statements are not guarantees of any 

future performance and actual results or developments may differ materially from 

those projected.  

 

Please note that SSGA’s role as a fiduciary does not begin until SSGA has been 

retained to act in a fiduciary capacity pursuant to a written agreement and 

receipt of a fee. Prior to such time, SSGA is not undertaking to provide 

impartial investment advice or to give advice in a fiduciary capacity in 

connection with the sale or distribution of SSGA products or services. SSGA 

has a financial interest in the sale of our investment products and services.  

 

Investing involves risk including the risk of loss of principal.  

 

Actively managed funds do not seek to replicate the performance of a specified index.   

Equity securities may fluctuate in value in response to the activities of individual 

companies and general market and economic conditions.  

 

Investing in foreign domiciled securities may involve risk of capital loss from 

unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, withholding taxes, from differences in 

generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political instability in 

other nations.  

 

The trademarks and service marks referenced herein are the property of their 

respective owners. Third party data providers make no warranties or representations 

of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the data and have 

no liability for damages of any kind relating to the use of such data.  

 

The whole or any part of this work may not be reproduced, copied or transmitted or 

any of its contents disclosed to third parties without SSGA's express written consent. 
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